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ABSTRACT Register is an important feature of language use, but has often been neglected in language teaching. A systematic presentation of register differences and use would help students minimize register errors. The language of the streets must be brought into the classroom so that students can cope with everyday spoken English. In this paper, different characteristics of conversational English are discussed.
teen anthem. a song which young people strongly identify with. literary stylist. a writer who writes in a very literary style. wardrobe. a place where you keep your clothes. e-book reader. a thing that you read e-books on. You might also like 25 terms. Clothing. 30 terms. Videos 1-2. 17 terms. Objective PET 12: Books. 45 terms. American Short Story/Rip Van Winkle. In American colloquial English, you may hear someone say "Mark is slaying it as a turn up." (verb) To “turn up” means to party very hard, usually with the implication of drinking alcohol. Yolo- (phrase and expression) ‘Yolo’ is short for the phrase, “You Only Live Once”. You don’t need to pay money to improve your grammar or vocabulary. And most of the time, people will still understand what you are saying even if you make a small grammatical error. However, speaking English clearly, confidently and fluently is something you can’t master on your own. You need opportunities to practice with native English teachers, and that’s what Spoken English Practice provides. How to learn to speak Real Spoken English like a Native speaker? Learning a language is a developmental process.